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Abstract. We consider the problem of simplifying the control structure of programs tha,; manipu- 
late numbers. In particular, we examine sorrle simple programming language constructs which 
have sufficient computational power to el!m.nate all or most branching instructions (c.p. ‘whiic’, 
‘if-then-else’ and ‘gc3to’ constructs) from such programs. We show that the operation of integer 
division by 2 is of considerable importance in this context. We also show that integer division 
by 2 cannot be compute14  by any loop-free program over the set of rational instruction;, and 
hence that the power of integer division by 2 is, in a sense, greater than that of the. conditional 
and unconditional branching instructions. We also investigate the power of indirect addressin 7 
in simplifying the control structure of programs over numerical inputs. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider the problem of simplifying the control structure of 
programs that manipulate numbers. In particular we examine some simple Leigh- 
level language constructs which provide the sufficient computational power to 
eliminate all or most of the branching instructions (e.g., ‘while’, ‘if-then-else’ and 
‘goto’ constructs) from such programs. The conditional branching predicates (“if 
p(x) then goto I”) are either equality or inequality based (i.e., p(s ) is x = 0, x’ > 0 
etc.). We show that the operation of integer division’ by 2 t&e., z + s/2) i’s of 
considerable importance in this context. For instance, when this operation is added 
to the set of rational operations, then all the branching instructions can be eliminated 
from any loop-free program, thus one can obtain an equivalent straight-line pro- 
gram. Moreover, the length cf the resulting straight-line program is proportional 
to the length of the original program. For non-loop-free programs we show that 
an equivalent program of the form 
while b = 1 do 
begin 
S 
end; 
‘* This research was supported in part by NSF Grant MCS8102853. 
**Current address: Department of Computer Science, Technion, Haifa 32000, Israel. 
I Integer divisior! is defined as s/y = signcx-) * sign(y) k Il.u/y/j ti.e. integer division is division with 
truncation t. For example, 5/2 and -5/2 equal 2 and -2, respectively. 
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can be found where S is a straight-line program whose length is proportional to 
the length of the original program. We also s’how that integer division by 2 cannot 
bc computed by any loop-free program over the set of rational instructions; hence 
acre power of integer division by 2 is, in a sense, greater than that of the conditional 
and unconditional (forward) branching instructions. 
In what follows we distinguish among several classes of programs, according io 
their input domain (real (R), rational (Q), integer (Z)) and the availability of indirect 
addressing. Among those classes allowing indirect addressing we differentiate 
between ‘bounded’ indirect addressing, which corresponds co languages with static 
memory allocation, and ‘unbounded’ indirect addressing, which corresponds to 
languages with dynamic memory allocation. For each class of programs we-identify 
a minimal set of instructions which are capable of eliminating the control statements, 
and then we give a constructive method for the elimination of the control statements 
from a given program, using these instructions. 
Our results generalize some well-known results in structured programming (e.g., 
[l-3]) for the case of programs that manipulate numbers. They also illustrate a 
trade-off phenomenon between the possibility of simplifying the control structure 
of programs over a given programming language and the constructs available in 
that language. III some cases, the converted code may actually run faster on modern 
computers due to the pipeline clearing effect. 
In the remaining portion of this section we provide the necessary notation and 
dctinitions. In Section 2, we introduce some important functions and show how 
they :;in be used to prove the main results of the paper. We do this by ill:lstrating 
how they can be used to simulate branching instructions, and thus be used to 
eliminate program control statements. In Section 3, we investigate minimal sets of 
instructions which can be used to cornput: the functions (introduced in Section 21 
by &-ferent classes of programs. We call a set of instructions minimal in this context 
if programs over these constructs exist to compute the required functions and each 
instruction in the set is necessary. (Thus such programs would not exist over any 
proper subset of a minimal set.) 
The minimal sets will be shown to include only instructions whose bitwisc 
c(jmplcxity is small and have a relatively cheap hardward implementation. For 
cxamplt*, these Instructions include, in addition to intqpx division by 2, ;jddition, 
whtraction, and ;t hnple multiplication’. .Y +$-, dctincd twlow: 
f II if t = 0, 
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(1) D is a set denoting the input/output domain; 
(2) T = {t,, r2, . . . , r,,} is a finite set of predicates defined on D; 
(3) F=V1,f2,. l - Jnl is a finite set of operations (functions) 
defined on D (i.e. f: D’ -+ D u {undefined} where I is the rank (arity) of the function 
f) ; 
(4) C c D is a set of ‘constants’. 
Let X = {X(i) 1 i E Z} be an infinite set of ‘variables’. Then a ‘program scheme’, 
or simply a program, over a data type A, is a finite sequence of labeled or unlabeled 
instructions each of which has one of the following forms: 
(1) “X(i)+c”, where c E C; 
(2) “X(i) +X(j)“; 
(3) “X(i)+fWid, l . . , X(i,))“, where JOE F and the rank of f is k ; 
(4) “if r(X@), . . . , XV,,)) then goto I”, where r E T; 
( 5 .I “halt”. 
The first three instructions are called ‘assignment statements’, while the fourth is 
a branching instruction and ‘I’ is its target. With each program we associate a finite 
set {yI, . . . , y,,} 5 X of ‘input variables’, and a finite set {z 1, . . , , z,,J c X of *output 
variables’. 
Let P be a program. Then a ‘computation path’ in P is 3 sequence S = (~1, . . . , s, ) 
of instructions satisfying the following: 
( 1) s 1 is the first instruction in P; 
m SE = halt; 
(3) for i 2 1, si+l is in S if and only if either sit1 follows si in P, or si is a branching 
instruction .‘if r( y 1, . . . , y,, ) then goto I”. and si+l is the instruction labeled I irz P. 
Each program scheme P is assumed to satisfy the following conditions: 
( 1) if there is a branching instruction “if r(yl, . . . , y,,) then goto I” in P, then 
there is an instruction labeled 1 in P; 
(2) along any computation path in P, a variable which appears in a branching 
statement or on the right-hand side of an assignment statement, is either an input 
variable, or it appears on the left-hand side of a preceding assignment statement. 
Unless otherwise stated, the results of this paper hold for data types 4 = 
(D, T, F, C) where D is any subfield of the real numbers, or is the ring of integers, 
T will consist of equality and inequality predicates (i.e., x = y, x 5 y etc.) and 
C = (1). Thus a data type will be determined by the set of operations F associated 
with it. 
A program over a data type J is said to be loop-free if all branching instructions 
precede their targets. A program is -straight-line’ if it contains no branching 
instructions. 
Some of our results involve programs wit;1 indirect addressing, which in addition 
to the instructions mentioned above, have instructions of the form: “XXI’)) t- 
X(X(j))” (i.e., the index of a variable may itself be a variable). If the value of the 
indexing variable is not an integer then the execution of such an instruction is 
considered to be undefined (e.g., an execution time program check). 
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To sintplify the nc)i:dtion, we shall omit, in general, the indices from variables 
addressed directly aaid wilt denote such variables by the lower case letters 
II., c’, W’, s, y, z. Integer constants will be denoted by the lower case letters 
i, i. k, I, m, a while real and rational constants are denoted by a, b, c, d. 
2. Elimination of branching instructions from loop-free programs 
Three special functions will be useful in this section and in the next: 
J - 1 ifs (-0, sigNA ) = 
I 
0 if .y = 0, 
1 ifx>O, 
0 
(3 t .Y i = 
if 9 HI, 
1 otherwise, 
f 0 if .Y ^ A), 
Tt I.k * t’ ) = . 
I ! otherwise. 
WC r;,hali show in this section that every set of instructions which has the power 
to compute YC.U, j* ), can also simulate forward branching statements. Thus we show 
how the minimal sets of instructions to compute y(x’, y), discussed in the next 
ccct ran . can be used to eliminate branching instructions from loop-free programs. 
cRccafi that a program is ‘loop-free’ if it does not contain backward branching 
instr~~ctions.1 We then show that no loop-free program over a set of rational 
ol7t”r;rtionbi Cc., -t, -, 8, -+I can compute integer division by 2, even when the 
input is restricted to nonnegative integers. Thus, adding the operation of integer 
diViSi<Hl t?y 3, to the set of rational operations is, in a sense, more powerful than 
;fi&iing forward branching instructions to the set. 
The results are later generalized to programs with indirect addressing and/or 
programs with loops. In particular, we show that any program ca7 be reduced to 
an equivalent program which has only one backward branching instruction, provided 
24 minim:il set of instructions to compute y(x, J’ ) is available. 
Altho@ the theorems in this section are stated for the minimal instruction set 
Jve.1 91 . 2 t-.x - y, : +-_yG.gy - w-/2) over the input domain W(Q), it is a straightfor- .L 
w:rrd cxcrcise to show that these results also hold for each minimal set shown in 
Section 3 with respect to the proper input domain. 
Lrlcs~ otherwise stated, the results of this section are shown for the data type 
IA T4 E CL where D is the set of real numbers, T contains the comparison 
prccficatcs, and C = { 1). F will be defined in fzach theorem, to make it as general 
AI, pt)ssibI~. The results may be generalized to the case when D is the set of complex 
nun:~cr:;, provided that in all inequality tests (e.g.., “if ,x > v then goto I”) s and 1’ 
XC .:zuaranteed to have real values. 
‘1 hc’ proof 4 thcb following pr)pcGtion is straightforward and will be omitted. 
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Proposition 2.1. Let r (x, y ) be in {x = y, x # y, x < y, x > y, x s y, x 2 y ), Then the 
instruction “if r(x, y ) then goto I” can be simulated by a loop-free {z c x - y, if x > 0 
then goto 1 )-program. 
Note that the instruction “if x z 0 then y + 0” which is equivalent o the function 
v+y(x,y) cannot be computed by a (24, z+x+y, 2+x-y, z+x*y, if x=0 
then goto I)-program. (In fact, y c-p(x) is not computable by such a program. The 
proof is an induction on the length of such a program F(x), showing that it must 
compute a polynomial function of x on all but a finite number of inputs.) However 
over any instruction set that includes subtraction, the instruction “if x > 0 then 
y + 0” can be cimulated if and only if the instruction “if x = 0 then y c- 0” and the 
function p(x) are computable. Thus the predicate x > 0 is the proper choice for 
consideration. Throughout the rest of this section we shall assume that all branching 
instructions ir, a program have the form “if x >O then goto I“. 
We also need the following definition and lemma. 
Definition. Let ar = = “if x >O then goto I” be an instruction in program P. Then 
the target of (x is the instruction labelled 1. The scope of cy is the program segment 
between CY and the target of cy. 
Lemma 2.1. Let F be a set of operations which contains the instructions (z c- 1, 
z +x-)‘, 2 +-s/2). Then every loop-free program P over F can bc conucrtc’d to L(n 
equivalent loop-free program P’ over F such that 
(I ) the scope of each branching instruction (i.e., “if .Y > 0 then goto I” instruction ) 
contains no branching instructions ; 
(2) length(P’) = O(length(P)). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that only the branching instructions 
and their targets have labels and that they are labelled sequentially 1,2, , . . , k 
(k s length(P)). 
Let ? c,f],...,Zk be variables not present in P. At the beginning of the program 
P we insert instructions to initialize 2, 2 1, . . . , zk to zero. Intuitively the program 
has two modes. The program is in branching mode if z = 1 and the target while in 
branching mode is 1 if tl = 1. If the program is not in branching mode then z = 0 
and 2, = 0 for all i, 1 s i s k. When in branching mode there is exactly one target j 
such that z, = 1. To complete the construction we replace each of the labelled 
instructions with one of the following replacements: 
(i) If the instruction is of the form .‘j: if x >O then goto l”, then we replace it 
bY 
-. 
I- Ztp-q /:k exit branching mode if the program is in branching mode 
with target j*/ 
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z,+l-/3(X)--Z / * enter branching mode with target I if x > 0 and the 
program is not already in branching mode */ 
if z = 1 then goto j + 1 /* if in branching mode then branch */ 
(ii 1 If the instruction labelled j is not a branching instruction (in which case it 
must be a target instruction of the form j: - - - - - - - - ) then wt: replace it by 
*. 
I* Z&f--’ &I /* exit branching mode if j is the target */ 
if z = 1 then goto j + 1 
The &ha1 result of this replacement is straightforward, instead of a branching 
instruction branching directly to its target as in P, it will skip from one label to the 
next until the correct target is found. Clelzrly conditions (1) and (2) are also satisfied. 
r Xotc that ptx ) can be computed by a fixed number of instructions from F. See 
Scczian 3.) 2 
WC arc now ready to Frove the following. 
Proof. Let P lx such a program. Ry Lemma ‘2.1 we can assume that the scope of 
all branching instructions do not contain branching instructions. We then make the 
f4owing replacement to each assignment statement, .Y + /‘(s !, . . . , A-,~ ), that lies 
wtthin the scope of a branching instruction: 
s*here I* is a new temporary variable not used in P and z is the branching mode 
mdicator introduced in I_emma 2.1. Now the replacment is very simple, each 
t ~~riatdc changed b!’ an instructjon (that lies in the scope of an if) during program 
cu.~~i~ior~ is rcq;tortsd if and only if the program is in branching mode (and hence 
star- irl~truc‘tir~n cv~~uld not have been executed by P L There is one problem here 
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that requires some additional work. If the function f is not total then the new 
program as defined may allow an undefined operation that was previously branched 
around (e.g., division by zero). In such cases we merely assign constants to the 
corresponding variables that will ensure the operation is defined: 
. . . 
/* replace x 1, . . . , x,, by constants a 1, . . . , a,, 
such that f(al, . . . , a,,) is defined */ 
.K + f( 1% 1, . . . , N’,, ) 
sty(l-z, v)+y(z,x) 
(where w 1, . . . , w,, are variables not used m P). This replacement has the same 
properties as the original, thus the altered program is equivalent to P and its length 
is obviously O(length(P)). El 
Theorem 2.1 shows that integer division by 2, subtraction and simple multiplica- 
tion can replace branching instructions. The converse is not ttrue. In fact, we can 
prove a stronger result. 
Theorem 2.2. x/2 carmot be computed by a loop-free (= +- 1, 2 + x + /I, z +- x - JJ 
z +-s*y, z +-S -+ y, if s > 0 then goto 1, goto I, halt}-prqyant, 
Proof. Assume that there is such a program P. By Proposition 2.1, we may assume 
that P contains only instructions of the form z + I, 2 + s + y, z +-.x - y, z t- .Y *:y, 
z +- s + !’ and if x > 0 then goto 1. Let CY 1, . . . , CY~ (k 2 0) be the *if’ statements in P 
(occurring in this order), whel ‘: cy, is .‘if xi > 0 then goto I”. For each nonnegative 
integer 12, let s, (rz) be the valu : of xi on input n just before cy, is executed, and let 
A, = (n 1 .vi(rI J > 0) and Bi = {n I’;[ (n ) 5: 0). First we claim that for some i, both PL; and 
Bi are infinite: Suppose this is false, then for each i, either Ai or B, is finite. Let 
PI be the program obtained from P by cleleting cy, if Ai is finite and by replacing 
CX, by the instruction “goto I” if Bi is finite. (Note that A, and Bi cannot both be 
finite.) Then P and PI are equivalent on almost all nonnegative integer inputs. 
Hence there are infinitely many nonnegative integers k such that 
rhis implies that PJS ) = x/2 for infinitely many X. Since PI has no ‘if‘ statements, 
the output of P! is a rational function of the input. Hence P,(s) = x/2. On the 
other hand, PI(s) = (s - 1)/2 i A infinitely many x, which implies by a sirnil:: 
argument that PI(x) = (s - 1)/2, c contradiction. 
Let i be the smal!est integer for which both A, and B, are kfinite. By :‘n argument 
similar to the one above, there is a rational function P2 SJC!I thai ~;(n ’ = PZ!rz ) for 
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almost all nonnegative integer n. Hence, &(n ) > 0 for infinitely many nonnegative 
integers tz and &(n) s 0 for infinitely many nonnegative n ‘s. This is impossible, 
since Pz(n) is rational function. :-II 
In [6] it is shown that if integer division can be replaced by the operations 7 , -L 
(proper subtraction), *, + then NP = KNP (the class of sets accepted by a coin 
tossing machine in polynomial time with probability 25). Theorem 2.2 implies that 
such a replacement does not exist. 
Next we show that the availability of bounded indirect addressing is sufficient to 
extend Theorem 2.1 so that simple multiplication is no longer needed. From the 
fact that both Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 hold when (bounded) indirect addressing 
is allowed and the fact that simple multiplication can be computed without multipli- 
cation using indirect addressing, we have our next theorem. Further details can be 
fourd in [4]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let Fhc a set of merations containing the instructiorls {z + 1, z + .Y - y, 
- +- x/2, X (11) + X it’ j). Tht,n ectw loop-free program P over F can be concerted to 
k eqddent straight-line prograril P’ over F. Moreover, length( P’) = O(length(P)). 
One might add that both subtraction and integer division remain necessary to 
simulate the function y(s, y ) (and thus the branching instruc‘ions), even when 
indirect addressing is allowed. 
Another interesting generalization is an extension of a well-known result [l-3]. 
We generalize the branching structure in Lemma 2.1 to allow backward branching. 
A backward branch is implemented by skipping to the target in the following 
manner. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, the program skips forward until either its 
target is found or unti! the last instruction is reached. The last instruction is a 
branch to the first insiruction whenever z contains the value 1. The branching is 
completed by then skipping forward to the desired target. In this way only one 
backward branch is necessary. The z then is the branching indicator defined in 
Lemma 2.1. Application of Theorem 2.1 to the sections of code containing only 
forward branching instructions then yields the following. 
Theorem 2.4. Let F he a set of instructions which includes the irlstrrrctions (= + 1, 
c &.I- - !‘, z W-Q*, z +-s/2). Then ecerv program P ocer F cat1 be concerted to IZIZ 
~~quiudew program P’ otw F, wch that P’ trns the fbrm 
while z = 1 do 
begin 
S 
end 
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3. Minimal sets of instructions 
In Section 2, we showed that every set of instructions which has the power to 
compute y(x, 4’ ), can also simulate ‘forward branching statements. Note also that 
p (x ) = y(x, 1 ), and hence any set of instructions that can compute y (x, y ) can also 
compute p(x). In this section we investigate minimal sets of arithmetic instructions 
capable of competing y(x, y ). In particular WC shall show that over real (or rational) 
input the instruction z +x/2 (integer division by 2) in an essential member in each 
such set. (We showed in the previous section that z +x/2 cannot be computed by 
any program over the following set of rational instructions {z + 1,~ f-x + y, z + x - y, 
z +x*y, 2 +-A - + y}, even if conditional and unconditional forward branching were 
allowed, and the input were re,tricted to nonnegative integers). However, we shall 
show later that when the input is restricted to integers only, the operation z +x/2 
is no longer essential, and can be replaced by the absolute value instruction z *- 1 x 1. 
We conclude this section by mvc;stigating the effect of allowing indirect addressing 
in reducing the minimal sets of operations required to compute y(x, y ). 
Consider sets 1,-I, shown in Fig. 1 In this section we show that the sets 11 (and 
I2 are minimal with respect to real or rational inputs (D = R or Q). j2 is miniinal 
when considering both ‘bounded’ and ‘unbounded’ indirect addrekng. When 
restricting ourselves to integer inputs (D = Z) we show that I2 through I, are minimal 
sets. I? is minimal when we consider ‘bounded’ indirect addressing, while 16 is 
minimal when we consider ‘unbounded’ indirect addressing. The latter is a slight 
improvement, not obtainable when considering ‘bounded’ indirect addressing. (Thus 
in this context ‘unbounded’ indirect addressing is more powerful.) 
_ _____ __.--_--- --_-.-_---- -_- _.--.-. 
Instr’uction set 
__~--__-_-.------~ 
Drmain 
______ ______ __.._ __ - -- 
Indirect addresing 
B = Bounded 
LJ = Unbounded 
_ _________--__ _--.__-______-I___--.-~------~-- ~_____~ _-_-_------. 
II={=tl,=t.\‘--~.,~tS~~!‘,Zt.~/2} R,Q N/A 
J~-{P-l.P-.\ -.,=ts/Z.X(ll~tX(c)) R,Q B, lj 
zp={~+l.P--S -y,Y-x/v} ;z WA 
lj=(~~l,~~.~-~‘,~~.~-2,~~~s~,~~s’j;~~) L N/A 
li=+-1.Z’.\ --\.,F-.C-!.,?+j} E N/A 
I,‘{=tl*=t~+\‘,~t.~-/2,Xrlf)tS(~)} z u 
Fig. 1. Minimal instruction sets. 
First we show that the special functions that were introduced can be computed 
by programs whose instructions are limited to addition, subtraction, ‘simple multipli- 
cation’, and integer division by 2. 
‘Theorem 3.1. (a) sign(x) and /3(x) can be computed by {Z + 1, z +X + 1’, 5 +-XI -,\/‘q 
- + s/2)-program. & 
(b) y(x,y) can be computed 6~ a (~4, z+x+y, ZC-~-Y, =+-x@L Z+- 
s/2)-program. 
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Proof. Clearly, p (x ) = -(sign(x) -2)/2 and y(x, y) = p(x)@y. The result follows 
since sig;n(x) can be computed by the program: 
11 6- (x + 2)/2 + (x - 2)/2 u= =O 1 2 S-1 ifx<O >ifx=O 
I 
-1 ifxK0 
ut2u-(2u+1)/2-(2u-1)/2 v= 0 ifx=O 
1 ifx>O c7 
In Theorem 3.1, the construct z +x/2 cannot be eliminated nor can it be 
replaced by the simpler construct z +x/l. (When the divisor is one, this operation 
just becomes truncation. For example, 5.3/l = 5.) For suppose P is a {z + 1, 
=+x---v _, z+x+y, z + x*y, z + x/l}-program with one input variable. Then for 
integer input x, P(x) is a polynomial in x, and hence P(x) # sign(x). 
We shall show that simple multiplication cannot be eliminated in Theorem 3.1, 
i.e., y(x, y > cannot be computed by a {z + 1, z +-_-c +y, z 6x - y, z *x/d}2-program, 
The result follows from the following lemma. 
Lemma3.1. LetPhea{~+1,z~x+y,z~x- y, z + x/d)-program which computes 
a function h b-, )’ ). Let D be the product of all dicisors d appearing in P (possible 
wirh repetition ). Let r = length of P = the number of instructions in P. Then for all 
inputs s, y of the form 
x is 0 or 1 , 
h (.u, y I = aye + i(x ), where a is an integer, i(x) is an integer-valued function, 1 i(x ) 1 f 
2’ clnd f a i 5 2’. 
Proof. The proof is an izdcction on r. Clearly, the lemma holds for r = 1. Now 
assume that the lemma holds for r 3 1, and consider a program P with r + 1 
instructions. Assume that the last instruction is )I? +I{ + v. By the induction 
hypothesis. II = alyoi-i,(x) and c = al!~,, + i# 1, where 04al I. IaJ, 
frll.r 11, jQ_v 11 c- 2’. TherI 1%’ = (a 1 + a;3)!*rr + i I (x ) + i2(s 1, and 11’ satisfies the lemma. 
‘Thu case when the r + 1st instruction is H’ *-II - 13 is similar. When the r + 1st 
instruckn k \I+ + 1, then K = 1 = Oyo + 1. Finally, if the r + 1st instruction is 1)’ +- rq/‘ti 
with I! = (I 1 vtt * il(s i, we consider three cases: 
C~ZQJ f . aI r= I). Then 1~ = il(s j/d = i2(s L If (1 1 f 0, then it must be the case that 
i cl Jd j > 0 since initially, y = Dye. 
cm-r7 2. u, J- 0. ‘Then w = ~aI/diylb+i(xI, where i(x)= [$x)/d]. 
CIl.SC 3. u1 (-- 0. Then IY = (al/d)yr,+i(_v), where i(s\ = [i,(x)/dl. El 
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From Lemma 3.1, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. y(x, y ) cannot be computed by a {Z + 1, i: t x +- ~1, z c .~ - y, 
z +- x/d)-program. 
Theorem 3.2. shows that simple multiplication is necessary. This result holds for 
rational or real inputs even if the instruction z *x/y is allowed. 
Theorem 3.3. Over rational inputs, y (x, y ) cannot be computed by a {z + 1, .z * x + y, 
2 +x - y, 2 +x/y )-program. 
Proof. Let P be a program with two input variables and one output y,rariable (over 
the given instruction set). Assume P computes a total function. Then one can show 
by induction on length(P) that P computes a function h (::, y ) of the form h (x, y ) = 
ax + by + i(x, y ), where a and b are rational constszfs and i (x, y ) is an integer- 
valued function of x and y. Now if h(x,y)=y(x,y) then h(l,O)=a+i(l,O)~=O. 
Hence a is an integer. Also h(1, y) = a + by +i(l, y) = 0 for all y. Hence hy = 
-i(l, y)-a. It follows that h(0, y) = -i( 1, y ).-- a + i(0, y ) is an integer for all rational 
y. This is impossible. 0 
Note. The simple multiplication can be replaced by a simple rational division 
z +x @ y, where y is constrained to be one or two, since y(x, y ) can be computed 
by: 
z +-/3(x)+1 
1 
1 ifx>O 
’ = 2 otherwise 
2 t-.&J+-, z) 
2y if x >O 
.7 = 
v otherwise 
it2y-z z ==Y(X, Y) 
When the inputs are restricted to integers we can prove the next theorem. The 
code necessary for such a program can be found in [4]. 
Theorem 3.4. Owr integer inputs, y (x, y ) can be computed by a (= +- 1, z +- _Y + \I’, 
v+_y--y, 2 Q-X CT y )-program (where @ is simple integer division-that is, y is 
knstrairwd to be 1 or 2). 
We have already seen that without either integer divison by 2 or simple multipli- 
cation, the function y(x, y) cannot be computed. We show next that substraction 
is also necessary, i.e., no {z +- 1, z + x + y, z +x @ y, z + x/d)-program can compute 
/3(x). Thus, {z + 1, z +x -y, z +x By, z +x/2} (II) forms a minima! set of con- 
structs needed to compute y(x, y 1. In light of Theorem 3.4, however, the minimal 
set {z + 1,~ t-x --y, z +x/y} (13) can comp;lte y(x, y ) over integer inputs. 
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Theorem 3.5. o(x) cannot he computed by a {z c- 1, z +x’ + y, z c-x*y, z + 
x/d )-program. 
Proof. For a contradiction, suppose P is such a program and length(P) = 1. Let D 
be the product ot all divisors d appearing in P. It can be shown by induction on 1 
that P(x ) is eithter an integer constant function or P(x ) 3 2 for all x > 20. Furthermore 
P(x)30 for all x a 0. Since P computes a non-constant function /3(x ) on x > 0, 
PLY j cannot be a constant. But ‘this implies P(2D ) 2 2, a contradiction. Cl 
Note that if either the construct z *X - 1 or z +-c (where c is an arbitrary integer 
constant) is allowed then subtraction can be simulated and therefore a program to 
compute y(x, J;) exists. 
The use of certain ‘nonalgebraic’ operations in order to remove branching 
statements from programs has been done before. For instance, it is known (see, 
e.g., [S]) that sorting can be done by a {z + 1, z +A- + y, z +X - y, z + boy, z + 
:s/, z + f +- 2}-program using the fact that min(s, y ) = (x + y - lx - y 1) + 2. This raises 
the question whether the absolute value function can play the role of integer division 
in removing branching statements from programs. Now we show that the answer 
is negative. In fact we prove a slightly stronger result. 
Proof. @CA- I is not a continuous function, but programs over the given instruction 
cet compute only continuous functions. Kl 
i>tcr integer inputs, however, the absolute value function, together with rational 
division by 2, can replace integer division by 2 in computing y(s, y ). In the following 
Icmmas we show that {z +- 1, z +x - y, 2 +-_x -:- 2, z + 1 s I, z +_I- @ 1) (Id) is a minimal 
Set for COlllputiilg y!:, J’; over integer inputs. The proofs are similar to the earlier 
ones in this section and are omitted (see [4)). 
I‘hc next result shows that rational diGon was necessary in the above lemma 
It has been shown il’h<-c:em 3.3) that over real inputs simple rational division 
can replace simple multiplication in the minimal set necessary to compute y(s, y ). 
\It’c qhow n ow that the same is true for the set introduced in Lemma 3 3 above. t ._ 
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Lemma 3.4. Over integer inputs the function y (x, y ) can be computed by a (Z c 1, 
2+x-y,z*x@y,z+IxI)-program. 
The ne?t lemma shows that both constructs z + ix 1 and z +-x - y are necessary 
to compute y (x, y ). 
Lemma 3.5. Over integer inputs the function p (x ) cannot be computed by 
(1) a (2~l,~~x+y,z+~-y,z+x*y,zf-x+y}-program. 
(2) a {z+l,z+x+y,z+-Ix[,z+x*y,z+xfy}-program. 
Lastly we show that y(x, y ) cannot be computed by a (z + 1, z +-x - \I’, z +- 1 x 1, 
z +x @d}-program. Thus it follows from Lemmas 3.2-3.5 that {z + 1, z es -- y, 
Z+X + y, z * Ix I) (Is) forms a minimal set of instructions needed to compute 
y(x, ~1 over integer inputs. The fact that y(x, y) cannot be computed by a (2 + 1, 
Z C.Y -- !‘,Z+-#,Z+-X id}-program follows from the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. Let P ba a program over {z c- 1, z * x + y, z * x - y, z + s + d, z * 1 x I}, 
and assume that P has 2 input variables, x and y and one output variable z. Then 
there exit positive constants A4 aqd D such that for all y > M, x I=” (0, 1) it holds that 
z = ay + h (x ), where 111 (x ) 1~ D. 
The proof which is omitted is an easy induction on length(P). The fact that su’ch 
a program cannot compute y(.u, y ) fohows by choosing y > max(M, [D +a I), thlen 
insuring 1 a)* I> D. 
Previously we have not allowed indirect addressing in our instruction sets. We 
now extend our results to include indirect addressing. We will investigate what 
power, if any, indirect addressing provides in removing branching instructions. We 
will consider both bounded and unbounded indirect addressing as defined below: 
Let P be, as usual, a program whose variables are taken from the set {X(i) I i E Z}. 
Then define LOC(P) as 
LOC(P) = {i E ZlX(i) is used by P for some input). 
Now note that LOC(P) must be finite for programs which do not use indirect 
addressing. 
Definition. A program P is said to use unbounded indirect addressing if LOCV’) 
is infinite. 
A program P which uses indirect addressing where LOC(P) is finite is said to 
use bounded indirect addressing. Note that any program using bounded indirect 
addressing has both an upper and lower bound on the values of all variables used 
for indices. (The bounded case can be thought of as the array size being determined 
at compile time, whereas the unbourlded case represents the array size being 
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determined at run time.) One can verify that for any program P which uses bounded 
indirect addressing there exists an equivalent program P’ (over the same set of 
instructions) which uses unbounded indirect addressing. 
Note that (bounded) indirect addressing removes the necessity of simple multipli- 
cation iv the computation of y(x, y ), as the instruction z + u 0 y can be simulated 
bY 
X(l)4 
2 +X(u + 1) 
where the memory locations X( 1) and X(2) are not used elsewhere in the progr;lm. 
There is a subtle point here in the fact that the code may yield a value for z when 
the operation u @y is undefined. To avoid this we can :Deforehand set X(u + I) to 
an undefined value if and only if u is not a zero or a one. This can be done whenever 
sufficient control power is available in the instruction set. From this observation it 
can easily be seen that an instruction set which includes indirect addressing can 
. compute p(x) if and only if it can compute y(x, y ), hence we can concentrate our 
efforts on the computation of /S(x). We start with the following. 
Proposition 3.1. Any program P which u.ws indirect addwssing can he corwerted 
into an equivalent program P’ such that P’ uses only even numbered memory locations. 
Furthermore P uses bounded indire{ t addressing if and only if P’ does. 
’ Proof. P’ can be obtained by making the following alterations to P: 
(1) change all instances of x, to _~d, : 
t21 replace instructions of the form X(LI ) +S Lx t-X(rr 1) bY 
X.i2)+-4ri 
Using the proposition above we can always find available memory locations that 
arc not used in a program. We use this fact later in our constructions. 
Our first result shows that for bounded indirect addressing, subtraction is 
nkxcssary to compute /? (s 1. 
Prrmf. It can be shown that any program of one input, P(s ), over (= +- 1, 2 * 1‘ + 
1’. ,’ c r.2 1.,z , +x/2) of length I, either computes a constant integer funct:on or 
PI.\ 1 -c 2’ ’ for all _Y -l= 2’. Now consider the first occurrence of indirect addressing. 
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X(U) + y. The indexing variable u must represent a constan: function otherwise it 
can attain infinitely man;! different values. Since the index is a constant function, 
the first instance of indirect addressing can be replaced by direct addressing. In the 
same manner all instances of indirect addressing can thus be replaced and the result 
follows from Theorem 3.5. 3 
Qur next result shows that for bounded indirect addressing, integer division 
is necessary to compute p(x), thus establishing the set {z + 1, z +x -- y, 
z t-42, X(U) +X(v)} (12) as a minimal set of instructions necessary to compute 
y(x, y) when indirect addressing is bounded. The proof is similar to that of the 
previous lemma and is omitted. 
Lemma 3.8. No {z + 1, z +x +y, 2 +X -y, z +x*y, z +X(u),Xfrt)+x}-program 
with bounded addressing car1 comprc te p (x ). 
One might also observe that Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 hold when restricted to integer 
inputs and hence bounded indirect addressing provides no increase in the power 
necessary to simulate branching instructions, other than the ability to simulate 
simple multiplication, even when restricted to integer inputs. We show that the 
same is true in the unbounded case for rational inputs but not when only integer 
inputs are allowed. Our first result shows that subtraction is necessary to compute 
y (x, y ) when unbounded indirect addressing is allowed. 
Lemma 3.9. Over rational inputs the function p(x) cannot be computed by art?’ 
(2 + 1 ,Z+-x+y,,’ +x/2, 2 tX(z~),Y~(n)ts)-prograin. 
Proof. Let P(x-) be such a program with one input variable x. By ind!Jction on the 
length of P one can show that there is a constant c 2 0 and a function 11 (A-) such that 
(1) Pix-)=cx +/z(x.),c HI, and 
(2) there exists an ,A > 0 such that h (x I= h (0) for all x E [0, ~1). 
Clearly such a program cannot compute /3(x ). 5 
In an interesting contrast we note that for integer inputs Lemma 3.9 is false. 
From the fact that 
2((2X(Zl) + 1 I/2) + 1 = 
2X( 14 )+ 1 when X(U) is a nonnegative integer, 
2Xi1l) + 3 when X(U 1 is a negative integer, 
WC SW that yk ,V 1 can be computed by the following code for integer inputs: 
X(2X!lr)+l)+-O 
- +-X(2((2X(u)+l)/2)+ 1) c 
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where X(2X(u)+ 1) and X(2X(u) +3) are memory locations not used in the 
program as guaranteed by Proposition 3.1. Thus for integer inputs indirect address- 
ing adds real power in simulating the branching instructions as subtraction is no 
longer necessary, and thus we have {z +- 1, z f-x + y, z +-x/2, X(U) +X(u)} (16) as 
a minimal set in this case. 
Next we show that integer division is necessary in the computation c:f y(x, y) 
when unbounded indirect addressing is allowed. Before we present the result we 
first remark that when the input domain is the rational numbers the index for the 
first occurrence of indirect addressing represents a polynomial in the kput and 
hence must be constant (otherwise it will take on noninteger values for somr: inputs) 
and thus can be replaced by direct addressing. In this way such a program can be 
replaced by on_ p in which all instructions use direct addressing, and then the result 
follows. One might note however that this technique fails when restricted to integer 
input and hence we provide a different proof. 
Lemma 3,PO The function /3(,x ) cannot be computed by a {z t 1, z +x + y, 
z *-x -y, z+-x*y,z+X(u),X(uj +- x)-program where the indices are unbounded 
et’411 wlrert restricted to integer inputs. 
Proof. Let P he such a program. Let P(t) be the output of program P on input t. 
Rcca!l that X = {X(k ;I k is an integer) is the set of variables that may be used in 
P. We need the following definition: Val(u, j, t f = the value stored at variable II 
after the execution of the jth instruction of P (Jn input t. I_ct x be the input variable. 
Fhcn WCY, 0, t) -= t. If II is not an input variable then Va!(rr, 0, t) = 0. 
Claim. For each i, I 5 i -1. lengthc P), and for each variable II, there is a polynomial 
li,.,, such that Vahrr, i, t ) = q ,.,, (t ) a.e. 
The proof of the claim is an induction on length(P). If length(P) = 0 then 
t’ahrr, (1, f) = 0 for each noninput variabfe 14, and for the input variable 
S, t’alr Y, 0, f J = t. Assume the claim holds for programs of length i. ‘The induction 
step is easv in the caqes where the i + 1st instruction is z + .Y + Y, z + .w!‘, or * 
* +.t’ . 1’. Assume that the i + 1st instruction is 
C&C 1 : Vahr. i. t 1 -= ii ax., where k is a constant. Then for 2’ f X(k 1, Val(l*, i + 
I, 1) _= Valk, i, t) ax. I= q,Jf) ax., and for z* = X(k 1, Val(c, i + 1, t) f= Val(r, i, t) = 
c/* rt1 a.c. 
<‘(IQ* 2: L’z~l(rr, i. t i -= q,,,,( t 1, where qi.!, is a nonconstant polynomial. Then for each 
/ thtrc is onl~~ a tinitc number of I’S such that q,.,,(t I = i. Hence for each variable 
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LI =X(i) we have that 
Val(u, i + 1, I) = Val(X(jY, i + 1, t) = Val(X(ij, i, t) a-e. 
= Val(u, i, t) a.e. =qi,,,(t) a.e. 
Assume now that the i + 1st instruction is 
i+l:z +X(u) 
then for each variable u # z, Val(tl, i _/- i, t) =Val(v, i, t) = qiJt) a.e. In order to 
prove that Val(r, i + 1, t) is a polynomial a.e., we consider 2 cases: 
Case 1: Val(u, i, t) = k a.e., where k is a constant. Let X(k) = L’. Then Val(.z, i + 
1, t) = Val(ty, i, t) a.e. =qi,Jt) a.e. 
Case 2: Val(u, i, t) = qi&) a.e., where qi,u is a nonconstant polynomial. In this case 
we consider 2 subcases: 
Suhcnse 2.1: There is no is i such that the jth instruction in P is 
j :X(d)+- 2’ 
and Val(lc ‘, j. t) = Val(u, i, tl a.e. In this case, for almost all t, no value is assigned 
to the variable X(Val(rr, i, t)) before the i + 1st stage. Hence X(Val(ri, i, t)) = I) for 
almost all t, which implies that Val(z, i + 1, t) = 0 a.e. 
Subcase 2.2: There is an instruction 
j:X(u’)+Z 
where i s i and Val(u’, i, t) = Val(ri, i, I) a.e. Without loss of generality assume that 
j is the maximal index < i of an instruction of this kind. Then Val(z, i + 1, t ) = 
Val(z’,j, t) a.e. =qi,,,(t) a.e. 
By applying the above claim to the output variable z, we get that the output of 
P must be a polynomial of the input a.e. The theorem now follows from the fact 
that p(r) is not a polynomial. Cl 
One might note here that some of the proofs for the results concerning indirect 
addressing need the fact that all indices are integers. It can be shown however, 
that if we consider indirect addressing with hardware truncation of noninteger 
indices. the same results hold. Only when we consider other constructs such as 
rational division and absolute value does this type of indirect addressing provide 
more control power than before. 0ne other interesting thing happens for integer 
inputs. In this section all of the minimality results hold for the following set of 
predicates: { =, f , 5 , <, a, >}. If we restrict this set to (=, #}, then ,3 and y can 
be replaced by the fc)llowing simpler functions PO and yo: 
0 ifx =O, 
pO(s ) = 1 1 otherwise 9 
0 
ydx, )’ 1 = 
if x = 0, 
J’ otherwise 
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which play the role of p(x) and y(x, y ), respectively, in stimulating the forward 
branching instructions. Clearly, y is a more powerful function than yo. (In fact, 
over any instruction set which includes subtraction, it can be shown that y(x, y) is 
computable if and only if p(x) and yo(x, y ) are computable.) However, when 
considering the constructs discussed earlier the instruction sets capable of computing 
y& y) were also capable of computing y(x, y ). In contrast, unbounded indirect 
addressing without integer divkion and restricted to integer inputs can compute y. 
but not y (i.e., over integer inputs yo(X(u), y) can be computed by a {z 9- 1, z tx -k 
y,z+x-y,z +X( tr ), X(u) +x}- program. The code is only three instructions: 
X(2X(u] +l)ty 
X(l)+0 
2 *X(2X(u) + 1) 
where Proposition 3.1 guarantees memory locations X(2X(u)+ l), X(1) can be 
made available. 
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